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Abstract—As the “Internet communications infrastructure”
develops to encircle smart devices, it is very much essential for
designing suitable methods for secure communications with these
smart devices, in the future Internet of Things (IoT) applications
context. Due to wireless communication among the IoT smart
devices and the gateway node (GWN), several security threats
may arise in the IoT environment, including replay, man-in-
the-middle, impersonation, malicious devices deployment and
physical devices capture attacks. In this article, to mitigate
such security threats we design a new certificate-based device
access control scheme in IoT environment which is not only
secure against mentioned attacks, but it also preserves anonymity
property. A detailed security analysis using the widely-accepted
“Real-Or-Random (ROR)” model-based formal security analysis,
informal security analysis, and also formal security verification
based on the broadly-accepted “Automated Validation of Internet
Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA)” tool has been
performed on the proposed scheme to show that it is secure
against various known attacks. In addition, a comprehensive
comparative analysis among the proposed scheme and other
relevant schemes shows that a better trade-off among the security
& functionality attributes, communication and computational
costs is achieved for the proposed scheme as compared to other
schemes.

Index Terms—Internet of Things (IoT), device access control,
key management, security, AVISPA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) becomes possible due to
numerous physical objects that are being inter-connected at
an unparalleled rate [1]. It is then considered as an inter-
networking of several (physical and virtual) objects (things),
and the network connectivity permits these objects to commu-
nicate as well as exchange information, including “sensors,
smart meters, smart phones, smart vehicles, radio-frequency
identification (RFID) tags, personal digital assistants (PDAs),
and other items (embedded with electronics, software and
actuators)” [2]. Some examples of “physical objects” may be
considered as “smartphone, sensor, camera, drone, vehicle,
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and so on”, whereas “virtual objects” may be considered
as “agenda, electronic ticket, book, wallet, and so on”. In
future, we expect that the majority of these IoT devices to
be smart so that the devices can automatically take the actions
without much more human interventions. Since the “Internet
communications infrastructure” is developed to encircle smart
devices, suitable methods are very much essential for secure
communications with these smart devices, in the future IoT
applications context, in areas as diverse as “health-care (e.g.,
remote patient monitoring or monitoring of elderly people),
smart grid, Internet of Vehicles (IoV), home automation (e.g.,
security, heating and lightning control) and smart cities (e.g.,
distributed pollution monitoring, smart lightning systems)” [3].

Internet of Vehicles (IoV) has emerged as a convergence
of IoT as well as mobile vehicles. Quan et al. [4] designed
a “Software-defined Adaptive Transmission Control Protocol
(SATCP)” for vehicular networks. Their scheme provides
how an “Software Defined Networking (SDN)” controller can
selectively schedule various transmission control policies and
also arrange with control units at the base stations in order to
adjust to differing vehicular requirements. Quan et al. [5] also
explored a new “Smart Identifier Networking (SINET)” pro-
totype and designed a “SINET customized solution enabling
crowd collaborations for software defined vehicular networks
(SINET-V)”. Through experiments, they demonstrated that
SINET-V has great prospective to assist powerful vehicu-
lar networks. Cheng et al. [6] reviewed various “Vehicular
Adhoc Networks (VANETs)” technologies for efficient and
dependable transmission of big data. They also discussed
various mechanisms employing big data to study VANETs
characteristics and performance.

The growth of IoT will lead to creation of huge volume of
data that will demand “massive computing resources, storage
space and communication bandwidth” [7]. According to the
prediction made by Cisco, 50 billion IoT devices are expected
to be connected to the Internet by 2020 [8], and this number
may hit to 500 billion by 2025 [9]. It is also predicted that
“the data produced by human, machines and things would
reach 500 zettabytes by 2019, but the IP traffic of global data
centers would only reach 10.4 zettabytes” [10]. Hence, based
on the observation in [11], “45% of IoT-created data would be
stored, processed and analyzed upon close to, or at the edge
of network”.

The majority of the IoT devices by nature are resource
constrained in the sense that they have limited computation and
storage capability. Furthermore, the majority of the devices are
also battery powered. This creates a challenging task to design
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security protocols that should be lightweight in computation
and communication costs, while keeping high security and
maintaining the functionality attributes needed for designing
the protocols in IoT environment. Recently, Das et al. [12]
discussed about a taxonomy of security protocols that is
extremely needed to secure an IoT environment. They focused
on the following security mechanisms related to IoT environ-
ment, such as “key management” [13], [14], [15]; “user/device
authentication” [16], [17]; “device access control” [18], [19],
[20]; “user access control” [21], [22]; “privacy preservation”
[23]; and “identity management” [24]. The detailed discussion
of these security approaches is provided in [12].

In this article, we aim to address the device access control
issue, which is treated as one of the important research areas
as highlighted in [12] due to the following consideration.
A deployed IoT smart device may not always be legitimate
because some illegal (malicious) IoT devices can be placed
by an adversary in IoT environment. In this case, it turns out
to be hard task in distinguishing illegal new smart devices from
the legal smart devices in IoT environment. Hence, a “device
access control mechanism” is very much required when new
smart devices are installed/deployed in IoT environment for
preventing illegal devices from entering the network [12].
For this issue, we consider the device access control in IoT
environment with the following two tasks [12]:
• Device (node) authentication: This task needs that “a

newly deployed smart device must authenticate itself to
its neighbor smart devices to prove that it is a legitimate
smart device for accessing the information from the other
smart devices”.

• Key management: This task needs that “a newly deployed
smart device needs to establish shared secret keys with its
existing neighbor smart devices to assure secure commu-
nication during the transmission of sensing information”.

Furthermore, it is also extremely needed, in the new smart
device deployment phase, for the device access control in the
IoT network because some IoT devices may be “physically
captured by an adversary due to hostile (unattended) environ-
ment” in some IoT applications, such as “surveillance” and
“healthcare”, or some IoT devices may drain out of power as
these devices may be battery powered.

A. System Models

The following models are considered in this article.
1) Network Model: A generic IoT environment is con-

sidered in this article which is adopted from [25], [26].
In Fig.1, the generic IoT environment contains three sub-
systems: 1) front end, 2) communication infrastructure, and
3) the gateway nodes (GWNs) as database repository that
are connected globally with the IoT enabled devices as their
connectivity. In this architecture, various scenarios, such as
transportation, community, smart home and smart healthcare
systems are shown. Each scenario has its own GWN and
various IoT smart devices that connected to the GWN . Once
the IoT devices are registered with the GWN , each smart
device can communicate to other smart devices in real-time
by establishing the secret pairwise keys between them based

Fig. 1. A generic IoT environment [25], [26]

on the access control mechanism. Further, the participating
smart devices prove their authenticity mutually, and once it
is successful, two neighbor participating smart devices will
establish the secret keys for future communications.

2) Threat Model: We consider the following threat model
in analyzing the security of the proposed device access control
scheme in IoT environment. The “Dolev-Yao threat (DY)
model” [27] in one of the broadly-accepted models that can be
applied in various networks, such as wireless sensor networks,
general wire/wireless networks as well as IoT environment.
The DY model assumes that the end-point communicating
participants (e.g., IoT smart devices in our proposed scheme)
can not be taken as trusted nodes in the network, and com-
munication among the devices are insecure as their commu-
nication relies on wireless medium. Under the DY model,
an adversary can also tamper the data being communicated
among the participants including interception, modification,
deletion and insertion of fake information in the communicated
messages. Due to “hostile (unattended) environment” for some
IoT applications, there is also a possibility of “physical smart
devices capture attack” by the adversary by extracting the
credentials stored in those captured devices by utilizing the
power analysis attacks [28], [29] to mount some other attacks,
such as “impersonation and man-in-the-middle attacks” and
also for compromising secure communication among the non-
compromised IoT devices in the network.

Recently, the widely-accepted “Canetti and Krawczyk’s ad-
versary model (CK-adversary model)” [30] becomes the “cur-
rent de facto standard model in modeling authenticated key-
exchange protocols”. According to the CK-adversary model,
“the adversary can not only deliver the messages (as in the DY
model), but also can compromise the secret credentials, secret
keys and session states where these are stored in insecure
memory”. Therefore, it becomes an essential requirement
that “the leakage of some forms of secret credentials, such
as session ephemeral secrets or secret key, should have the
minimum possible consequence on the secrecy of other secret
credentials of the communicating participants” [31]. Finally, it
is also a typical assumption that the GWN is trusted node and
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it will not be compromised by the adversary [32], [33]. Hence,
the GWN can be put under a physical locking system in
the IoT environment based on applications (e.g., smart home,
healthcare and industrial IoT).

B. Research Contributions

In this article, the following contributions are made:

• To provide the real-time data access among the IoT smart
devices, a new Device Access Control Scheme in IoT
(DACS-IoT) is presented. Since the lightweight opera-
tions, such as “one-way cryptographic hash function” and
“elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)” are applied, DACS-
IoT is a lightweight security protocol.

• In the “device authentication” task of DACS-IoT, any
two neighbor smart devices, say SDi and SDj will be
able to do node authentication in order to prove that
SDi has right to access SDj and vice-versa. For this
purpose, both the devices SDi and SDj utilize their pre-
loaded certificates created by their respective GWN and
other secret credentials provided by the GWN before
they are installed/deployed in the IoT environment. In the
“key management” task of DACS-IoT, only after mutual
authentication performed in the “device authentication”
task both SDi and SDj will establish a secret key SKij

for future communications securely.
• The broadly-accepted “Real-Or-Random (ROR model)

based formal security analysis” [34] shows that DACS-
IoT achieves the “secret key security (SK-security)”.
Moreover, DACS-IoT is shown to be resilient against
other potential attacks with the help of “informal (non-
mathematical) security analysis”. In addition, in DACS-
IoT the anonymity property is preserved.

• To strengthen the security of DACS-IoT, we have further
tested it using “formal security verification using the
widely-accepted AVISPA tool” [35].

• Finally, we have evaluated the proposed DACS-IoT for
a comprehensive comparative study on “communication
and computation costs, and also security and functionality
features”, and this study reveals that DACS-IoT maintains
a better trade-off among the performance parameters,
“communication and computation costs, and also security
and functionality features” as compared to those for other
related schemes in the IoT environment.

C. Paper Outline

The related work is briefly elaborated in Section II. The
detailed phase-wise discussions on the proposed DACS-IoT
are provided in Section III. A rigorous security analysis
using both formal & informal is shown in Section IV, while
the “simulation-based formal security verification using the
AVISPA tool” is provided in Section V. In the next section
(Section VI), a comprehensive comparative analysis among
the proposed DACS-IoT and other related schemes is carried
out. Finally, Section VII draws some important concluding
remarks about the work.

II. RELATED WORK

Granjal et al. [3] presented a survey work that provides a
thorough analysis on various security protocols and methods
available to protect communications in the IoT environment.
They also pointed out several future research directions and
challenges that need to be addressed in the IoT environment.

Islam et al. [36] provided a survey on various “IoT-based
health care technologies” and then reviewed various “state-
of-the-art network architectures and platforms, applications,
and industrial trends in IoT-based healthcare solutions”. Fur-
thermore, they analyzed the “IoT security & privacy features,
including several security requirements, threat models, and
attack taxonomies from the health care perspective”.

Mosenia et al. [37] argued that the security attacks and
threats are not “well-recognized” in the IoT environment. They
presented a survey that addresses several “security attacks or
concerns and countermeasures in a level-by-level fashion”.
Yang et al. [38] also presented a survey work that explores
various security & privacy aspects in IoT domain in four
different aspects. In the first aspect, they discussed various
relevant drawbacks (limitations) of IoT smart devices and
their respective solutions. In the second aspect, they presented
several classifications of existing IoT related attacks. In the
third aspect, they scrutinized various authentication as well
as access control mechanisms in the IoT environment. In the
fourth aspect, they also analyzed various security approaches
and issues related to several layers, such as “perception layer,
network layer, transport layer, and application layer”.

Ni et al. [7] presented another interesting survey work in
which they analyzed the “architecture and features of fog com-
puting” and also studied “critical roles of fog nodes, including
real-time services, transient storage, data dissemination and
decentralized computation”. In addition, they discussed vari-
ous security & privacy threats that are for the IoT applications,
and also the security & privacy aspects that are essential in
fog computing environment.

Zhou et al. [39] proposed a “certificate-based access control
scheme” that applies ECC along with the “bootstrapping
time” designed for “wireless sensor networks (WSNs)”. Later,
another access control mechanism was proposed by Huang
[40], which is based on the existing Schnorr signature [41] and
the expiration time of sensing devices. However, Chatterjee et
al. [42] pointed out that Huang’s scheme was vulnerable to
“man-in-the-middle attack”. To resolve this limitation, they
also designed an efficient and more secure access control
mechanism that relies on “one-way cryptographic hash func-
tion” as well as ECC.

Huang and Liu [43] designed a “certificateless access con-
trol method” that has “hash-chain based” and “hash-chainless”
mechanisms. Kim and Lee [44] cryptanalyzed Huang’s scheme
[45], and showed that the scheme was vulnerable to “replay
attack” and that does not support any method to regenerate the
finished hash chain. In addition, they designed an “enhanced
access control scheme” that supports a “hash chain renewal
phase”. However, Zeng et al. [46] also showed that Kim and
Lee’s scheme [44] contains two issues: 1) a new deployed
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sensing device can masquerade itself and 2) a legal sensing
device can also perform a “masquerading attack”.

Li et al. [18] proposed an access control scheme for WSNs
in the IoT context by applying their proposed “heterogeneous
signcryption scheme (CI-HSC) that allows a sender in the
certificateless cryptography (CLC) environment to transmit a
message to a receiver in the identity-based cryptography (IBC)
environment”. Their approach is also based on the “identity-
based access control (IBAC)” model. Since their mechanism
is based on IBC and bilinear pairing operations, it is costly in
terms of computation costs.

Braeken et al. [19] designed “efficient and distributed
authentication protocol (eDAAAS)” for accessing the end-
nodes in IoT environment that is for “smart homes”. eDAAAS
requires very low computation cost as it relies on lightweight
cryptographic primitives, such as “symmetric cryptosystem”
and “one-way cryptographic hash function”.

Recently, Luo et al. [20] also designed “efficient access
control protocol for WSNs in the cross-domain context of
the IoT that allows an Internet user in a CLC environment to
communicate with an IoT smart device in an IBC environment
with different system parameters”. Since this scheme is based
on IBC and bilinear pairing operations, it is also costly in
terms of computation costs. In addition, all the schemes [18],
[19], [20] demand for involvement of the GWN in their access
control mechanism between two IoT smart devices.

Most of the existing device access control schemes proposed
in the literature for both IoT and related environment, such as
in WSNs, are either insecure against various known attacks
or they are inefficient in communication as well computation.
In this paper, we design a novel secure anonymous device
access control scheme for IoT environment using certificates
and signatures in order to eradicate the security pitfalls in
the existing device access mechanisms. The proposed scheme
also supports addition of new IoT device deployment after
the initial deployment in an IoT environment. The formal
security using ROR-based model and formal security verifica-
tion using AVISPA-simulation based software tool can assure
that the proposed scheme be secure against various known
attacks. In addition, the informal security analysis has been
carried out to strengthen the security of the proposed scheme.
Moreover, the proposed scheme provides better security and
functionality attributes (see Section VI-A) including “device
anonymity” property (see Section IV-B7) and resistance to
“Ephemeral Secret Leakage (ESL)” attack (see Section IV-B6)
that is treated as one of the very important security attributes
in device access control mechanisms as compared to other
existing device access control mechanisms in IoT and related
domains.

In the next section, we discuss various phases related to the
proposed device access control scheme.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we design a novel device access control
scheme for IoT deployment, called DACS-IoT, which is
lightweight in nature as it relies on “one-way cryptographic
hash function” and ECC. DACS-IoT contains various phases,

namely 1) setup, 2) device enrollment, 3) device access
control, and 4) dynamic device addition. The details of these
phases are described in the following subsections. The no-
tations along with their significance tabulated in Table I are
utilized in describing and analyzing DACS-IoT. In addition,
in order to assure resilience against replay attack, the current
timestamps have been utilized in DACS-IoT. The clocks of
all the involved communicating entities are then assumed to
be synchronized. It is a typical assumption applied in the
literature, such as the schemes presented in [32], [33], [47],
[48], [49].

TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

Symbol Significance
SDi, IDdevi ith IoT sensing device and its identity, respectively
GWN , IDgwn Gateway node and and its identity, respectively
Ep(a, b) Non-singular elliptic curve: y2 = x3 + ax + b

(mod p)
G A base point in Ep(a, b)
x.P “ECC scalar (point) multiplication” of the point P ∈

Ep(a, b), x.P = P+P+· · ·+P (x times), x ∈ Z∗
p

P + Q “ECC point addition”, P,Q ∈ Ep(a, b)
(pgwn, Pgwn) Private and public keys pair of the GWN , respec-

tively, Pgwn = pgwn.G
(kdevi , Kdevi ) Private and public keys pair of SDi, respectively,

Kdevi = kdevi .G
certdevi Certificate of SDi generated by the GWN
signdevi Signature of SDi signed by its private key kdevi
TSi Current timestamp of SDi

∆T “Maximum allowable transmission delay associated
with a message”

SDi → SDj : M Device SDi sends message M to its neighbor device
SDj

h(·) “Collision-resistant one-way cryptographic hash
function”

⊕, ‖ “Bitwise XOR” & “string concatenation” operations,
respectively

A Passive/active adversary

A. Setup Phase

The setup phase is executed by the “gateway node (GWN)”
in order to select the system parameters with the following
steps. It is worth noting that the GWN can be considered as
a “Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)” in the proposed scheme
(DACS-IoT).
S1. The GWN fixes a “collision-resistant one-way crypto-

graphic hash function” h(·) defined by h: {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}l, which takes an arbitrary length input string and
produces a fixed-length (l bits) hash output, called the
message digest or hash value. h(·) can be considered as
Secure Hash Standard (SHA-1) algorithm or it can be
SHA-2 for more security achievement [50].

S2. Next, the GWN picks a “non-singular elliptic curve
Ep(a, b) of the form y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p)
having a large prime p and two constants a, b ∈ Zp

= {0, 1, . . . , p−1} such that the necessary and sufficient
condition 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p) is satisfied”.

S3. The GWN then picks a base point G on Ep(a, b) whose
order is as large as p, say n such that n.G = G+ G+
· · · + G (n times) = O, where O is called the point at
infinity or zero point.
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S4. Finally, the GWN generates a public-private key pair
(Pgwn, pgwn) by selecting a private key pgwn randomly &
then calculating its correspondingly public key as Pgwn =
pgwn.G.

At the end of this phase, the GWN publishes the public
parameters {h(·), Ep(a, b), G, Pgwn} and keeps its private key
pgwn as secret.

B. Device Enrollment Phase

In this phase, all the IoT sensing devices need to be
registered in offline mode by the GWN before these are
installed in the IoT environment. The following steps are
essential to serve this purpose:
E1. For each IoT sensing device SDi, the GWN fixes a

unique ID IDdevi & generates a random private key
kdevi ∈ Z∗p to calculate the corresponding public key
Kdevi = kdevi .G, where Z∗p = {a | 0 < a < p,
gcd(a, p) = 1} = {1, 2, . . . , p− 1}.

E2. The GWN then creates a certificate certdevi for ev-
ery sensing device SDi as certdevi = pgwn.h(IDgwn

||Kdevi
)+ kdevi (mod p) using its own private key pgwn.

It is worth noting that since the certificate certdevi
contains pgwn, it is only created by the GWN .

E3. Finally, the GWN pre-loads the materials {IDdevi ,
IDgwn, kdevi , Kdevi , h(·), Ep(a, b), G, certdevi , Pgwn}
in the memory of each SDi.

The summary of this phase is illustrated in Fig. 2.

IoT sensing device (SDi)

{IDdevi , IDgwn, kdevi
, Kdevi

, h(·),
Ep(a, b), G, certdevi , Pgwn}

Fig. 2. Credentials stored in SDi during device enrollment phase

C. Device Access Control Phase

For secure communication between two neighbor IoT sens-
ing devices SDi and SDj , node authentication needs to be
successful before establishment of the secret pairwise key
between them. This is achieved by executing the following
steps:
A1. SDi → SDj : msg1 = {certdevi , sigdevi , TSi, Ri,

Kdevi}
A1.1. SDi first generates the current timestamp TSi and a

random secret ri ∈ Z∗p to calculate the corresponding
public Ri = h(ri|| IDdevi || kdevi

|| TSi).G using its
own stored private key kdevi and identity IDdevi

.
A1.2. SDi calculates the signature sigdevi on ri and IDdevi

as sigdevi = h(ri|| IDdevi || kdevi || TSi)+ kdevi .
h(certdevi || Ri|| Kdevi

|| IDgwn ||TSi) (mod p).
A1.3. SDi then dispatches the message authentication re-

quest message msg1 = {certdevi
, sigdevi , TSi, Ri,

Kdevi} to its neighbor SDj over open channel.
A2. SDj → SDi: msg2 = {certdevj , sigdevj , TSj , Rj ,

Kdevj , SKVij}
After receiving the msg1 from SDi, SDj performs the
following sequence of verification steps:

A2.1. SDj firstly checks if the verification condition |TSi−
TScurrent| < ∆T holds or not, where TScurrent is
the time when the message was received by SDj and
∆T is the “maximum allowable transmission delay”.
If this verification does not hold, SDj discards the
message and discontinues the phase promptly. Once
this condition is satisfied, the certificate certdevi verifi-
cation is done by checking the condition: certdevi .G =
h(IDgwn|| Kdevi

)Pgwn+ Kdevi
. Note that

certdevi .G = h(IDgwn||Kdevi)(pgwn.G) + kdevi
.G

= h(IDgwn||Kdevi).Pgwn +Kdevi .

After the successful certificate verification, the sig-
nature verification is done by SDj to check if the
condition sigdevi

.G = Ri+ h(certdevi || Ri|| Kdevi ||
IDgwn|| TSi).Kdevi holds true. If the condition fails,
the phase is discontinued promptly. It is also worth
noting that sigdevi .G = h(ri ||IDdevi ||kdevi ||TSi).G
+(kdevi .G) h(certdevi ||Ri ||Kdevi ||IDgwn ||TSi) =
Ri+ h(certdevi ||Ri ||Kdevi

||IDgwn ||TSi).Kdevi
.

If the signature validation fails, the phase is also
discontinued promptly.

A2.2. SDj now generates a random secret rj ∈ Z∗p and the
current timestamp TSj , and calculates Rj = h(rj ||
IDdevj

|| kdevj || TSj).G. After that SDj calculates
the signature sigdevj

= h(rj ||IDdevj
||kdevj ||TSj)

+kdevj
.h(certdevj ||Rj ||Kdevj ||IDgwn ||TSj)

(mod p). Using the generated rj , certdevj and TSj ,
SDj calculates the secret key shared with SDi as
SKij = h(h(rj ||IDdevj

||kdevj
||TSj).Ri ||certdevi

||certdevj ||IDgwn) and its verifier as SKVij =
h(SKij ||TSj). Next, SDj dispatches the authentica-
tion reply message msg2 = {certdevj , sigdevj , TSj ,
Rj , Kdevj , SKVij} to SDi over an open channel.

A3. After receiving the msg2 from SDj , SDi performs the
following sequence of verification stages to check the
authenticity of the message msg2 as well as SDj .

A3.1. SDi verifies the validity of |TSj −TScurrent| < ∆T ,
where TScurrent represents the time when the message
was received. Once this condition is fulfilled, the cer-
tificate certdevj verification is the next step by SDi by
checking the condition certdevj .G = Pgwn.h(IDgwn

||Kdevj ) +Kdevj . After this certificate verification, the
signature verification takes place using the condition
sigdevj .G = Rj+ h(certdevj ||Rj ||Kdevj ||IDgwn

||TSj).Kdevj
. If the condition fails, SDi discontinues

this phase promptly. Note that sigdevj .G = h(rj
||IDdevj ||kdevj

||TSj).G +(kdevj .G) h(certdevj
||Rj

||Kdevj ||IDgwn ||TSj) = Rj+ h(certdevj
||Rj

||Kdevj ||IDgwn ||TSj).Kdevj . Otherwise, the next
step is executed by SDi.

A3.2. SDi calculates the secret key shared with SDj as
SK ′ij = h(h(ri ||IDdevi

||kdevi
||TSi).Rj ||certdevi

||certdevj ||IDgwn) and the secret key verifier as
SKV ′ij = h(SK ′ij ||TSj), and checks if the computed
secret key verifier SKV ′ij matches with the received
verifier SKVij . If the condition fails, SDj is not
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authenticated by SDi. Otherwise, SDi treats SK ′ij
(= SKij) as the valid secret key shared with SDj .
In a similar way, SDj also keeps the secret key SKij

shared with SDi. It is worth noticing that

SK ′ij = h(h(ri||IDdevi ||kdevi ||TSi).Rj

||certdevi ||certdevj ||IDgwn)

= h((h(ri||IDdevi ||kdevi ||TSi).

h(rj ||IDdevj ||kdevj ||TSj).G)

||certdevi ||certdevj ||IDgwn)

= h(h(rj ||IDdevj ||kdevj ||TSj).Ri

||certdevi ||certdevj ||IDgwn)

= SKij .

The summary of the device access control phase of DACS-IoT
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Sensing Device (SDi) Sensing Device (SDj)

Generate current timestamp TSi.
Randomly pick random secret ri.
Compute
Ri = h(ri|| IDdevi || kdevi

|| TSi).G,
sigdevi = h(ri|| IDdevi || kdevi || TSi) Check if |TSi − TScurrent| ≤ ∆T ?
+kdevi .h(certdevi || Ri|| Kdevi || If so, check if certdevi .G =
IDgwn|| TSi) (mod p). h(IDgwn|| Kdevi).Pgwn+ Kdevi and
msg1 = {certdevi , sigdevi , sigdevi

.G = Ri+ h(certdevi ||
TSi, Ri,Kdevi}−−−−−−−−−−−→

Ri|| Kdevi || IDgwn|| TSi).Kdevi?

(via open channel) If these hold, pick random secret rj ,
and current timestamp TSj .
Compute Rj = h(rj || IDdevj

||
kdevj || TSj).G,
signature sigdevj = h(rj ||IDdevj

Check if |TSj − TScurrent| ≤ ∆T ? ||kdevj ||TSj) +kdevj .h(certdevj ||Rj

If so, verify if ||Kdevj ||IDgwn ||TSj) (mod p),
certdevj

.G = Pgwn.h(IDgwn secret key SKij = h(h(rj ||IDdevj

||Kdevj ) +Kdevj & ||kdevj
||TSj).Ri ||certdevi

sigdevj .G = Rj+ h(certdevj ||certdevj
||IDgwn) and its verifier

||Rj ||Kdevj
||IDgwn ||TSj).Kdevj

. SKVij = h(SKij ||TSj).
If all conditions are satisfied, msg2 = {certdevj , sigdevj , TSj ,
compute SK ′ij = h(h(ri ||IDdevi Rj ,Kdevj , SKVij}←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
||kdevi ||TSi).Rj ||certdevi (via open channel)
||certdevj ||IDgwn) & verifier
SKV ′ij = h(SK ′ij ||TSj).
Check if SKV ′ij = SKVij?
If so, SDj is authenticated.

Both SDi and SDj maintain secret key SKij (= SK ′ij).

Fig. 3. Summary of device access control phase between SDi and SDj

D. Dynamic Device Addition Phase

To install a new IoT sensing device, say SDnew in the exist-
ing network, the GWN requires the following pre-deployment
steps in the offline mode:
D1. The GWN needs to fix a unique ID, say IDnew &

generate a random private key knew ∈ Z∗p in order to
calculate the corresponding public key Knew = knew.G.

D2. The GWN creates a certificate certnew for new device
SDnew as certnew = pgwn.h(IDgwn ||Knew)+ knew
(mod p) using its own private key pgwn.

D3. The GWN then pre-loads the materials {IDnew, IDgwn,
knew, Knew, h(·), Ep(a, b), G, certnew, Pgwn} in the
memory of SDnew.

Once the pre-deployment steps are performed successfully,
the new sensing device SDnew can be deployed in the
existing network and it starts secure communication with its
neighboring sensing devices using the device access control
phase stated in Section III-C.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

To analyze the security of the proposed DACS-IoT, we
define the “one-way cryptographic hash function” and “ellip-
tic curve decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (ECDDHP)” as
follows.

Definition 1 (Collision-resistant cryptographic one-way hash
function). A “collision-resistant cryptographic one-way hash
function” h: {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l is treated as a “deterministic
function that on a variable length input string produces a fixed
length output string of l bits, say”. Let AdvHASH

(A) (rt) denote
the “advantage of an adversary A in finding a hash colli-
sion” in h(· · · ). Then, AdvHASH

(A) (rt) = Pr[(i1, i2) ∈R A:
i1 6= i2, h(i1) = h(i2)], where Pr[E] is the “probability of a
random event E”, and the input pair (i1, i2) ∈R A means that
the input strings i1 and i2 will be randomly picked by A. We
say “an (ζ, rt)-adversary A attacking the collision resistance
of h(·)” means that A’s runtime is at the most rt and that
AdvHASH

(A) (rt) ≤ ζ.

Definition 2 (Elliptic curve decisional Diffie-Hellman problem
(ECDDHP)). Let Ep(a, b) be an elliptic curve over a prime
p: y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) and P ∈ Ep(a, b) be a point.
The ECDDHP is that given a quadruple (P, x.P, y.P, z.P ),
determine if z = xy or a uniform random value, where x, y,
z ∈ Z∗p and Z∗p = {1, 2, . . . , p− 1}.

The ECDDHP turns out to be “computationally infeasible”
if p is chosen large. For intractability of ECDDHP, p should
be selected as at least 160-bit prime.

A. Formal Security Analysis using ROR Model

The “broadly-accepted Real-Or-Random (ROR) model”
[34] has been applied in order to prove the semantic security
of the proposed scheme (DACS-IoT). Using the ROR model,
we prove the ‘secret key security (SK-security)” of DACS-IoT
in this section.

Under the ROR model, an adversaryA is connected with the
sth instance of an executing participant, say Ps. In DACS-IoT,
the IoT smart device SDi or SDj can be considered as Ps.
Suppose Ps

SDi
and Pt

SDj
will denote the sth and tth instances

of SDi and SDj , respectively. Various queries simulating a
real attack, such as Execute, Reveal and Test are tabulated
in Table II. In addition, we assume that a “collision-resistant
cryptographic one-way hash function h(·) can be modeled as
a random oracle, say Hash”, which is accessible by all the
communicating participants including A.

In Theorem 1, we now prove that DACS-IoT achieves the
SK-security.

Theorem 1. Let an adversary A run in “polynomial time t”
against the proposed scheme (DACS-IoT). If qhash, |Hash|
and AdvECDDHP

A (t) be “number of hash queries, range
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TABLE II
VARIOUS QUERIES AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

Query Significance
Execute(Ps

SDi
,Pt

SDj
) Using this query, A can intercept the mes-

sages exchanged between SDi and SDj

Reveal(Ps) This query execution allows to reveal the
current secret key SKij between Ps and
its partner to the adversary A

Test(Ps) A pleas Ps for the secret key SKij and
Ps responses with a probabilistic outcome
of a flipped unbiased coin, say c

space of one-way hash function h(·) and A’s advantage in
breaking ECDDHP”, respectively, A’s “advantage in break-
ing DACS-IoT’s semantic security in order to derive the
secret key SKij between any two neighbor IoT smart devices
SDi and SDj during the access control and key agreement
phase” can be estimated as AdvDACS−IoT

A (t) ≤ q2hash

|Hash| +

2AdvECDDHP
A (t).

Proof. The following three games, say Gj , j ∈ [0, 2] are
considered in proving this theorem, where Succ

Gj

A denotes
“an event wherein A can guess the random bit c in the Gj

correctly”. We also denote “advantage of A in winning the
game Gj as AdvDACS−IoT

A,Gj
= Pr[Succ

Gj

A ]”. The proof of
this theorem is similar to that presented in other schemes [32],
[33]. The detailed descriptions of these games Gj , j ∈ [0, 2]
are given below.

Game G0: In fact, this game is the “actual attack executed
by A against the proposed DACS-IoT in the ROR sense” for
the game G0. Since the bit c is selected randomly before the
game G0 starts, it follows from the semantic security that

AdvDACS−IoT
A (t) = |2.AdvDACS−IoT

A,G0
− 1| (1)

Game G1: This game modeled as “an eavesdropping at-
tack”, where A can eavesdrop all the communicated messages
msg1 = {certdevi , sigdevi , TSi, Ri, Kdevi} and msg2 =
{certdevj , sigdevj , TSj , Rj , Kdevj , SKVij} during the access
control & key agreement phase (Section III-C) with the help
of the Execute query mentioned in Table II. At the end
of the game, A can execute the Reveal and Test queries
to verify “if the calculated secret key SKij between SDi

and SDj is actual or a random key”. SKij among SDi

and SDj is calculated as SKij = h(h(rj ||IDdevj ||kdevj
||TSj).Ri ||certdevi ||certdevj ||IDgwn) = h(h(ri ||IDdevi

||kdevi
||TSi).Rj ||certdevi ||certdevj ||IDgwn) = SK ′ij . The

security of the secret key SKij is dependent on the temporal
(short term) secrets (ri & rj) and long term secrets (IDdevi

,
IDdevj , IDgwn, kdevi & kdevj ) which are unknown to A.
Thus, only the eavesdropping of the messages msg1 and msg2
will not at all increase A’s winning probability in the game
G1. As the games G0 and G1 are indistinguishable, we have
the following result:

AdvDACS−IoT
A,G1

= AdvDACS−IoT
A,G0

(2)

Game G2: The simulation of the Hash query is added in
this game G2. This game is modeled as “an active attack”.
In the message msg1, the credentials ri, IDdevi

, IDgwn and

kdevi are protected by the “collision-resistant cryptographic
one-way hash function h(·) (see Definition 1)”. Also, in the
message msg2, the credentials rj , IDdevj

, IDgwn and kdevj
are safeguarded by h(·). Again, from the intercepted Ri =
h(ri|| IDdevi

|| kdevi
|| TSi).G and Rj = h(rj || IDdevj ||

kdevj || TSj).G, it is a “computationally infeasible task”
for A to calculate h(rj ||IDdevj ||kdevj ||TSj).Ri or h(ri
||IDdevi ||kdevi ||TSi).Rj , and hence, the secret key SKij

(= SK ′ij) due to intractability of ECDDHP (see Definition 2).
Furthermore, deriving ri, IDdevi , IDgwn, kdevi

, rj , IDdevj

and kdevj
from the intercepted messages msg1 and msg2 is

also a “computationally infeasible problem” due to “collision-
resistant property of h(·)”. Since all the random numbers, cur-
rent timestamps, identities and secret credentials are utilized
in the messages msg1 and msg2, we have no collision if the
Hash query is executed by A. As both the games G1 and G2

are “indistinguishable” except the inclusion of the simulation
of the Hash query in the game G2, the birthday paradox and
the intractability of ECDDHP will deduce the following result:

|AdvDACS−IoT
A,G1

−AdvDACS−IoT
A,G2

| ≤ q2hash
2|Hash|

(3)

+AdvECDDHP
A (t)

All the queries have been simulated by A and only guessing
the bit c is left to win the game once the Reveal query along
with Test query are executed. Therefore, we have

AdvDACS−IoT
A,G2

=
1

2
(4)

Eqs. (1)–(4) give the following result:

1

2
.AdvDACS−IoT

A (t) = |AdvDACS−IoT
A,G0

− 1

2
|

= |AdvDACS−IoT
A,G1

−AdvDACS−IoT
A,G2

|

≤ q2hash
2|Hash|

+AdvECDDHP
A (t) (5)

Finally, simplifying Eq. (5) by multiplying both sides by a
factor of 2, we arrive into the required result:
AdvDACS−IoT

A (t) ≤ q2hash

|Hash| + 2AdvECDDHP
A (t).

B. Informal Security Analysis and Other Discussions

We also show that DACS-IoT can resist the following
important attacks and supports other functionality features
(anonymity property) through the non-mathematical (informal)
security investigation.

1) Device Impersonation Attack: In this attack, an adver-
sary, say A will try to impersonate a smart (sensing) device
SDj on behalf of another device SDi so that SDj will be
forced to believed that the valid message(s) came from the
valid SDi only. To perform such a task, A may generate a
current timestamp, say TSa and random number ra, and may
attempt to construct a legitimate message msg1a = {certdevi

,
sigdevi , TSa, Ra, Kdevi} on behalf of SDi. However, it is
worth noticing that computing Ra = h(ra|| IDdevi || kdevi ||
TSa).G and sigdevi = h(ra|| IDdevi || kdevi || TSa)+ kdevi .
h(certdevi

|| Ra|| Kdevi
|| IDgwn ||TSa) (mod p) need the

secret credentials IDdevi , kdevi and IDgwn. Therefore, it is a
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“computationally feasible task” for A to create valid message
msg1a on behalf of SDi. The similar situation happens
when A also attempts to create a valid message msg2 on
behalf of SDj . Thus, in both cases A will not succeed to
impersonate either SDi or SDj . This clearly indicates that
“device impersonation attack” is protected in DACS-IoT.

2) Replay Attack: In replay attack, an adversary A eaves-
drops the communicated message among two entities and then
fraudulently re-sends or replays it to gain secret credentials.
Suppose A intercepts all the communicated messages msg1 =
{certdevi , sigdevi , TSi, Ri, Kdevi} and msg2 = {certdevj ,
sigdevj , TSj , Rj , Kdevj , SKVij} during the access control &
key agreement phase (Section III-C). SDj checks the validity
of received timestamp TSi in msg1 by the condition |TSi −
TScurrent| < ∆T . Since ∆T is typically short, the adversary
A will not succeed in replaying the same old message msg1.
Similarly, the validation condition |TSj − TScurrent| < ∆T
at SDi discards the old replayed message msg2 by A. Thus,
the replay attack protection is assured in DACS-IoT.

3) Man-in-the-Middle Attack: In this attack, the adversary
A will intercepts the communicating messages and then try
to modify the messages in such a way that the modified
messages will be treated as valid ones by the recipient. Sup-
pose A intercepts the messages msg1 = {certdevi , sigdevi ,
TSi, Ri, Kdevi} and msg2 = {certdevj , sigdevj , TSj , Rj ,
Kdevj , SKVij} during the access control & key agreement
phase (Section III-C). To convert it into another valid mes-
sage, say msg2a = {certdevj

, sigdevj , TSa, Ra, Kdevj ,
SKVij}, A can create current timestamp Ta and random
number ra, and try to compute Ra = h(ra|| IDdevj || kdevj ||
TSa).G, the signature sigdevj = h(ra ||IDdevj ||kdevj ||TSa)
+kdevj .h(certdevj ||Ra ||Kdevj ||IDgwn ||TSa) (mod p),
the secret key SKij = h(h(ra ||IDdevj

||kdevj ||TSa).Ri

||certdevi ||certdevj ||IDgwn) and its verifier as SKVij =
h(SKij ||TSa). However, these tasks are “computationally
infeasible” by A because secret credentials IDdevj , kdevj and
IDgwn are unknown to A. A similar scenario arises when
A will also try to modify the message msg1. This results
into conclusion that “man-in-the-middle attack” is protected
in DACS-IoT.

4) Malicious Device Deployment Attack: In this attack,
suppose the adversary A will try to deploy a fake (malicious)
IoT smart device, say SDf into the existing network. To
achieve this task, A may attempt to pick an identity IDf

and a random private key kdevf
∈ Zp∗ for calculating the

corresponding public key Kdevf = kdevf .G using the public
system parameters {h(·), Ep(a, b), G, Pgwn}. However, gener-
ation of a valid certificate on behalf of the trusted GWN of the
form certdevf

= pgwn.h(IDgwn ||Kdevf
)+ kdevf

(mod p)
will be “computationally infeasible task” as the private key
pgwn of the GWN is only known to the GWN . This will then
restrict to deploy a malicious device in the existing network,
and hence, DACS-IoT is resilient against “malicious device
deployment attack”.

5) Resilience against Device Physical Capture Attack:
Suppose n smart devices can be physically captured by
the adversary A because the smart devices are deployed in
“unattended/hostile environment” in some IoT applications,

such as healthcare and military. Once a smart device, say
SDi is captured, A can easily extract all the information
{IDdevi , IDgwn, kdevi , Kdevi

, h(·), Ep(a, b), G, certdevi ,
Pgwn} from its memory by the power analysis attacks [28],
[29] as discussed in the attack model (Section I-A2). However,
the credentials {IDdevi

, kdevi
, Kdevi

, certdevi} loaded in the
memory of other devices SDj are completely distinct and also
unique as compared to those for the compromised credentials
of captured device SDi. The compromised credentials will
not then help in computing the secret keys SKjk between any
two non-compromised smart devices SDj and SDk in the
IoT environment. Hence, compromise of n smart devices do
not lead to compromise the secure communications among the
non-compromised devices in the network by A. This property
is known as “unconditional security against device physical
capture attack”. Thus, the “device physical capture attack” is
protected in DACS-IoT.

6) Ephemeral Secret Leakage (ESL) Attack: In our DACS-
IoT scheme, the secret key established between two neighbor
smart devices SDi and SDj during the access control &
key agreement phase (Section III-C) is SKij = h(h(rj
||IDdevj ||kdevj ||TSj).Ri ||certdevi ||certdevj ||IDgwn)
= h(h(ri ||IDdevi ||kdevi ||TSi).Rj ||certdevi ||certdevj

||IDgwn) = SK ′ij . This secret key SKij is now dependent on
both the “ephemeral (session-temporary or short term) secret
credentials” ri and rj , and the long-term (permanent) secret
credentials kdevi , kdevj , IDdevi , IDdevj and IDgwn. We now
consider the following two cases:
• Case 1. Even if the ephemeral secrets ri and rj are

known through compromise of session states according
to the CK-adversary model discussed in the attack model
(Section I-A2) to the adversary A, it becomes “compu-
tationally difficult task” for A to calculate the secret key
SKij without having the “long-term secrets kdevi

, kdevj
,

IDdevi , IDdevj
and IDgwn”.

• Case 2. Even if the long term secrets kdevi , kdevj
,

IDdevi , IDdevj
and IDgwn are somehow leaked to A,

it also becomes “computationally difficult task” for A to
calculate the secret key SKij without having the “short-
term secrets ri and rj”.

From the above two cases, it is a clear evident that the SKij

is only compromised when A compromises both short & long
term secrets. In DACS-IoT, the established secret keys between
any two smart devices are unique and distinct, and hence,
a secret key leakage to A in a particular session does not
lead to derivation of other secret keys in other sessions as
both short & long term secrets are applied in construction of
secret keys. Furthermore, due to intractability of ECDDHP
(see Definition 2), it is “computationally infeasible task for
A to derive h(rj ||IDdevj ||kdevj ||TSj).Ri or h(ri ||IDdevi

||kdevi
||TSi).Rj from the intercepted Ri = h(ri|| IDdevi ||

kdevi
|| TSi).G and Rj = h(rj || IDdevj

|| kdevj
|| TSj).G. As

a result, “session-temporary information attack” is protected
in DACS-IoT, and DACS-IoT also preserves “perfect forward
secrecy”. Thus, DACS-IoT is secure against “ESL attack”.

7) Anonymity: In an “anonymous communication”, the
users are permitted to transmit the messages to each other
without disclosing their identity. Assume that there are three
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parties, namely A and B as the senders and R as the receiver.
We say a protocol permitting A and B to transmit messages
to R is “anonymous” if the following properties are met [51]:
1) “If A and B are honest then their anonymity is preserved”
and 2) “If an adversary corrupts only one sender then it cannot
violate the privacy or the correct delivery of the message sent
by the other sender, nor it can correlate its own message with
the other message”.

The exchanged messages msg1 = {certdevi , sigdevi , TSi,
Ri, Kdevi} and msg2 = {certdevj

, sigdevj
, TSj , Rj , Kdevj

,
SKVij} during the access control & key agreement phase
(Section III-C) do not contain any identities IDdevi and
IDdevj of the smart devices SDi and SDj , respectively.
Here, the used signatures are sigdevi

= h(ri|| IDdevi ||
kdevi

|| TSi)+ kdevi . h(certdevi || Ri|| Kdevi || IDgwn ||TSi)
(mod p) and sigdevj = h(rj ||IDdevj ||kdevj ||TSj)
+kdevj .h(certdevj ||Rj ||Kdevj ||IDgwn ||TSj) (mod p).
The certificate certdevi and identity IDdevi

are attached with
signdevi , and the certificate certdevj and identity IDdevj

are
also attached with sigdevj . Thus, de-anonymization attacks
are prevented in DACS-IoT. Furthermore, during the entire
communication the identities of both SDi and SDj are kept
hidden from the adversary A, and also the messages are
not correlated by A. As a result, DACS-IoT achieves the
anonymity property.
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Fig. 4. Analysis of simulation results under OFMC & CL-AtSe backends

V. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION USING AVISPA:
SIMULATION STUDY

AVISPA stands for “Automated Validation of Internet Se-
curity Protocols and Applications” tool which is considered
as a popular “push-button tool for the automated validation
of Internet security-sensitive protocols and applications and it
provides a modular and expressive formal language for spec-
ifying protocols and their security properties, and integrates
different back-ends that implement a variety of state-of-the-
art automatic analysis techniques [35]”.

In AVISPA, there are four backends, namely 1) “On-
the-fly Model-Checker (OFMC) that does several symbolic
techniques to explore the state space in a demand-driven way”,
2) “CL-AtSe (Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher) that
provides a translation from any security protocol specification
written as transition relation in intermediate format into a

set of constraints which are effectively used to find whether
there are attacks on protocols”, 3) “SAT-based Model-Checker
(SATMC) that builds a propositional formula which is then
fed to a state-of-the-art SAT solver and any model found is
translated back into an attack”, and 4) “TA4SP (Tree Automata
based on Automatic Approximations for the Analysis of
Security Protocols) that approximates the intruder knowledge
by using regular tree languages”.

A tested security protocol needs to be implemented using
the “High-Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL)
[52]”. The HLPSL code is first transferred into the “Intermedi-
ate Format (IF)” using the HLPSL2IF translator which is then
fed as an input to one of the four backends. The IF then outputs
the “Output Format (OF)”. The OF has the following important
characteristics: “when the analysis of a security protocol has
been successful (by finding an attack or not), the OF describes
precisely what is the result, and under what conditions it has
been obtained [8]”. The OF contains several sections that are
described in [35].

In our HLPSL implementation of DACS-IoT, there are three
basic roles for the GWN , and two smart devices SDi and
SDj . Apart from these basic roles, we have also implemented
the composition roles (session and goal & environment) are
the mandatory roles where various scenarios involving basic
roles are included.

Finally, we have applied the broadly accepted “SPAN (Se-
curity Protocol ANimator for AVISPA)” tool [53] to perform
the formal security verification part through simulation study
on our proposed DACS-IoT scheme. The simulation results
under the broadly-used OFMC as well as CL-AtSe backends
illustrated in Fig. 4 assure that DACS-IoT is secure against
both replay & man-in-the-middle attacks.

VI. COMPARATIVE STUDY

In this section, we analyze the performance of our proposed
DACS-IoT with the relevant recent schemes, such as the
schemes proposed by Luo et al. [20], Li et al. [18], Zhou
et al. [39], Huang [45], and Kim and Lee [44].

A. Security and Functionality Attributes Comparison

In Table III we tabulate the comparative study on “function-
ality & security attributes” for the proposed DACS-IoT and
other schemes [18], [20], [39], [44], [45]. It is worth noting
that both the schemes of Luo et al. [20] and Li et al. [18]
do not fulfill FSA3, SFA8, SFA10–SFA12, while Zhou et
al.’s scheme [39] fails to support FSA8, FSA9, FSA11 and
FSA12, Huang’s scheme [45] does not fulfill FSA1, FSA6,
FSA8, FSA9, FSA11 and FSA12, and Kim-Lee’s scheme
[44] does not support FSA5, FSA6, FSA8, FSA9, FSA11

and FSA12. However, DACS-IoT fulfills all the mentioned
attributes FSA1–FSA11 in Table III.

B. Communication Costs Comparison

For communication costs comparison among the proposed
DACS-IoT and other schemes, we assume that an identity is
160 bits, a random number is 160 bits, hash output (if SHA-1
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF FUNCTIONALITY & SECURITY ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Luo et al. [20] Li et al. [18] Zhou et al. [39] Huang [45] Kim-Lee [44] DACS-IoT
FSA1 X X X × X X
FSA2 X X X X X X
FSA3 × × X X X X
SFA4 X X X X X X
SFA5 X X X X × X
SFA6 X X X × × X
SFA7 X X X X X X
SFA8 × × × × × X
SFA9 X X × × × X
SFA10 × × X X X X
FSA11 × × × × × X
FSA12 × × × × × X

FSA1: replay attack; FSA2: man-in-the-middle attack; FSA3: mutual authentication; FSA4: key agreement; FSA5: device impersonation attack; FSA6:
malicious device deployment attack; FSA7: resilience against device physical capture attack; SFA8: formal security verification using AVISPA tool; FSA9:
formal security analysis; FSA10: whether works without involving gateway node during the authentication (access control) phase; FSA11: anonymity
preservation; FSA11: ESL attack under the CK-adversary model.
X: “a scheme is secure or it supports a functionality feature”; ×: “a scheme is insecure or it does not support a functionality feature”.

hashing algorithm [50] is applied) is 160 bits and timestamp is
32 bits. Furthermore, it is also assumed that an elliptic curve
point P = (Px, Py), with Px and Py denoting the x and y co-
ordinates, respectively, takes (160 +160) = 320 bits assuming
that “160-bit ECC security remains same as that for an 1024-
bit RSA public key cryptosystem [54]”. In addition, we assume
that a message size is 1024 bits in [18], [20].

In the proposed DACS-IoT, two exchanged messages
msg1 = {certdevi

, sigdevi , TSi, Ri, Kdevi} and msg2 =
{certdevj , sigdevj , TSj , Rj , Kdevj , SKVij} between two IoT
smart devices SDi and SDj need the communication costs as
|MSG1| = (160 + 160 + 32 + 320 + 320) = 992 bits and
|MSG2| = (160 + 160 + 32 + 320 + 320 + 160) = 1152
bits, respectively. As a result, the total communication cost re-
quired for DACS-IoT becomes

∑2
i=1 |MSGi| = (992+1152)

= 2144 bits.
Table IV tabulates the “comparison of communication

costs” for the proposed DACS-IoT and other schemes. The
total communication costs needed for the schemes of Luo et al.
[20], Li et al. [18], Zhou et al. [39], Huang [45], and Kim and
Lee [44] are 3040 bits, 3488 bits, 4608 bits, 1920 bits and 1920
bits, respectively. DACS-IoT demands less communication
cost as compared to other schemes, such as the schemes of
Luo et al. [20], Li et al. [18] and Zhou et al. [39]. Though
the schemes [44], [45] demand less communication costs as
compared to DACS-IoT, they fail to preserve or support several
“security and functionality attributes” as mentioned in Table
III while those are compared with DACS-IoT including the
SK-security under the CK-adversary model and anonymity
property.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION COSTS

Protocol No. of messages Total cost (in bits)
DACS-IoT 2 2144
Luo et al. [20] 2 3040
Li et al. [18] 2 3488
Zhou et al. [39] 5 4608
Huang [45] 4 1920
Kim-Lee [44] 4 1920

C. Computation Costs Comparison

To evaluate the “computation costs comparison among
the proposed DACS-IoT and other schemes”, the following
symbols are used: Th to denote the “time needed to execute
a one-way cryptographic hash function”, Tecm to denote
the “time needed to execute an elliptic curve point (scalar)
multiplication”, Teca to denote the “time needed to execute
an elliptic curve point addition”, Tece to denote the “time
needed to execute an ECC encryption”, Tecd to denote the
“time needed to execute an ECC decryption”, and Tme to
denote “time needed to execute a modular exponentiation
operation in Z∗p”. Note that Tece = 2Tecm + Teca and Tecd =
2Tecm + Teca. During the device access control phase of
the proposed DACS-IoT, the device SDi needs 6Tecm + 7Th
+2Teca computation cost, whereas its neighbor device SDj

also requires 6Tecm + 8Th +2Teca computation cost. Thus,
the average computation cost needed for an IoT smart device
for node authentication and also establishment of secret key
with one of its neighbor devices is 6Tecm + 7.5Th + 2Teca.

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION COSTS

Protocol Smart (sensing) Total cost Total rough cost
device cost (in milliseconds)

DACS-IoT 6Tecm + 7Th/8Th 6Tecm + 7Th/8Th 81.012
+2Teca +2Teca

Luo et al. [20] Tbp + Th 3Tecm + 4Tbp+ 173.621
4Th + Teca + Tme

Li et al. [18] Tbp + Th 3Tecm + 5Tbp+ 204.054
2Th + 2Teca

Zhou et al. [39] 3Tecm + Th 3Tecm + Th 94.053
+2Tece/Tecd +2Tece/Tecd

Huang [45] 2Tecm + 4Th 2Tecm + 4Th 27.034

Kim-Lee [44] 2Tecm + 9Th 2Tecm + 9Th 27.314

In order to have “rough estimation of computation time (in
milliseconds)”, we utilize the experimental results based the
user’s device in [55] as Tecm ≈ 13.405 ms, Teca ≈ 0.081 ms,
Th ≈ 0.056 ms, Tbp ≈ 32.713 ms, and Tme ≈ 2.249 ms. In
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the proposed DACS-IoT, a smart device’s average computation
time becomes 6Tecm + 7.5Th + 2Teca ≈ 81.012 ms.

Table V shows the “comparative study on computation
costs and also rough estimated time in milliseconds” for the
proposed DACS-IoT and other schemes. DACS-IoT needs
less computation cost as compared with other schemes [18],
[20], [39]. On the other hand, though the schemes [44], [45]
require less computation cost as compared to DACS-IoT, these
schemes fail to preserve or support several “security and
functionality attributes” as mentioned in Table III while those
are compared with DACS-IoT including the SK-security under
the CK-adversary model and anonymity property.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, we presented a novel lightweight device
access control mechanism in IoT environment to prevent
malicious smart devices, which can be directly deployed in
the network or they can be old devices manipulated by an
adversary, from participating in IoT environment. The pro-
posed scheme (DACS-IoT) utilizes certificates that are loaded
into the smart devices prior to their deployment in the IoT
environment. The certificates for smart devices are solely
created by the trusted GWN ’s private key only. DACS-IoT
is secure against various attacks, such as “replay, man-in-the-
middle, device impersonation, malicious device deployment,
device physical capture and ESL attacks” that are shown
through formal security using ROR model, informal and for-
mal security verification tool, known as AVISPA. In addition,
the SK-security and anonymity property are only maintained
in DACS-IoT, whereas other considered existing approaches
do not fulfill these requirements (see Table III). Moreover, a
comprehensive comparative study among DACS-IoT and other
existing schemes reveals that a better trade-off among security
& functionality attributes, communication and computation
costs is achieved in DACS-IoT as compared to those factors in
other schemes (see Tables III–V). Hence, DACS-IoT is very
adoptable for the resource-constrained IoT smart devices that
are limited in power, bandwidth and computational capacities.
Finally, we plan to implement DACS-IoT in a real-world
environment using testbed experiments, which remains one of
our future research agendas.
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